WE’RE UP FOR
THE CHALLENGE

Making the
complex simple
SRG Global is an engineering-led global specialist asset
maintenance, mining services and construction group built
to solve complex problems across the entire asset lifecycle.

We live for
the challenge
SRG Global is an engineering-led global specialist asset services,
mining services and construction group built to solve complex
problems across the entire asset lifecycle.
SRG Global was born out of Australia’s
greatest ever engineering and construction
challenge, the Snowy Mountains Hydroelectric Scheme, in 1961. Today, we are
an ASX listed company bringing a unique
engineering mindset to every construction,
maintenance and mining project we touch.
Our specialist technical capabilities,
diversified services and global experience
working on iconic skyscrapers, bridges,
dams, structures, transport infrastructure,
mining and oil and gas projects, means there
is no complex challenge we can’t resolve.
Working across the entire asset lifecycle,
we provide bespoke engineer, construct
and sustain solutions, meaning you only ever
need one partner. We’re also self-performers
because our team incorporates every
discipline and skill required to meet the
challenges our customers set.

Few specialist services companies have
amassed the same knowledge, developed
as many innovations or worked on as many
world-class projects as we have. As a result,
we have some of the best technical minds
and problem solvers, supported by a culture
that encourages out of the box thinking and
people working together to push boundaries
on what’s considered possible.
We are also relentless in the way we deliver.
We know that people’s lives depend on us
executing with absolute precision, which is
why we never compromise on our systems,
processes and safety standards.
We are SRG Global and we’re up for
the challenge.

Asset Services

Sustaining complex infrastructure

Mining Services

Comprehensive ground solutions

Civil & Engineering
Constructing complex infrastructure

Specialist Building
Vertically integrated solutions

Products

Complementary products and technology

How we make
the complex simple
We are problem solvers. We take on the
projects that others find too complex, too
much of a challenge or too difficult, and we
solve them across the entire asset lifecycle.
We can put our specialist expertise to work
on one particular construction, maintenance
or mining challenge you have, or we can bring
the combined expertise and capability of the
SRG Global Group to provide you with an
end-to-end Engineer, Construct and Sustain
solution.

This may mean exploring advanced
structural alternatives, rethinking traditional
methods, adapting proven technologies from
other sectors, or pioneering the application
of new materials and products.

End-to-end solutions
Specialist technical expertise,
services and products across the entire
asset lifecycle, across the world.

Engineer

Construct

Sustain

What we
stand for
Our success won’t be determined by
our capability. We have the capability.
What’s going to make the difference is how
we live and breathe the SRG Global Way.
The principles that guide how we act as an
organisation each and every day:
Live for the challenge; Smarter together;
Never give up; Have each other’s backs.

Live for the challenge
We live to solve problems and have the courage to
challenge the status quo and what’s considered possible.

Smarter together
Individually, we’re all pretty smart but when we
pool our resources and work together as one, we’re
capable of taking on the world.

Never give up
We’re doers. We are resilient and relentlessly
pursue excellence in everything we do.
100% accountability, zero excuses.

Have each other’s backs
We’re stronger as one team. We look out for each other
and keep each other out of harm’s way.

ASSET
SERVICES

Making maintaining,
restoring and
accessing critical
assets easier
What we do

FIXED PLANT MAINTENANCE

We bring engineering know-how,
the skilled workforce and the
access solutions to make sustaining
buildings, structures and industrial
plant easier.
We not only come up with smart
solutions to your asset maintenance
and repair challenges, we also do
the work – diagnosing, protecting,
cleaning, repairing, strengthening and
monitoring buildings, structures and
industrial plant.
As an asset owner this means you can
deal with just one contractor, which
significantly reduces the time and
complexity of the task. A contractor
with the diverse technical know-how,
the workforce and all the access
equipment needed to sustain or
extend the life of any critical asset.

O
O
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Mechanical
Electrical
Plumbing
Shutdowns

ACCESS SOLUTIONS

O
O
O
O

Scaffold Hire
Scaffold Installation
Rope Access
Material Hoists

INDUSTRIAL SERVICES

O
O
O
O

Industrial Cleaning
Paint & Blast
Non-Destructive Testing (NDT)
Insulation and Lagging

REMEDIATION

O Protective Coatings
O Waterproofing
O Concrete Repair and
Strengthening

REFRACTORY

O Refractory Maintenance
O Installation of Refractory
O Refractory Construction and
Repair

Key projects

Alcoa Alumina Refinery

Flinders Street Station

Auckland Harbour Bridge

Transpower Maintenance

MINING

Bringing our full
resources to daily
mining challenges
What we do
SRG Global is the only drill and blast contractor
that can also offer an integrated range of
complementary technical services to significantly
improve safety and productivity on your mine site.

Drill and blast

Working in the gold and precious metals, coal
and iron ore mining sectors across Australia, SRG
Global brings a uniquely adaptive approach to
drilling and blasting, driven by our engineering
heritage.

Specialist Drilling
Services

We are flexible in how we work, execute drilling
programs with precision and respond confidently
to challenges that arise in the open pit each day.
It’s part of who we are to continually investigate
safer and more innovative ways of working,
and to re-engineer our machines to optimise
performance for each customer’s mine site and
minimise handling and risks to personnel.

Scaffold and access
solutions

Geotechnical Services
and Applications

Mine infrastructure
Industrial services

Rope access

We also provide our valued clients with
technology services customised to suit individual
project requirements such as remote control
drilling equipment or high precision GPS
instruments.

Key projects

Kalgoorlie Superpit WA

Mount Rawdon

South Middleback Ranges

Mount Carlton

CIVIL

Constructing
complex
infrastructure
What we do
There are few infrastructure projects that
can’t be improved through our engineeringled thinking, combined with our ability to
self-perform everything we do.
SRG Global’s civil team specialises in the
construction of road, rail and pedestrian
bridges, wind farm foundations, cryogenic
tanks, water tanks and silos, as well as dam
strengthening, load handling, heavy lifting
and bridge maintenance and restoration.
We deliver a lifetime of quality without
sacrificing safety or cost-effectiveness.
Decades of experience across all kinds of
iconic infrastructures have allowed us to
develop the innovative techniques and
specialised tools needed to make any
infrastructure project less complex.

Bridge Construction

Stay Cable Systems

Dam Strengthening

Ground Anchoring

Silo and Tank
Construction

Heavy Lifting and
Shifting

Ground and Slope
Stabilisation

Scaffold and Access
Solutions

Slipform Construction

Form Reo Pour

Wind Farm
Foundations

Design
Engineering

Key projects

Elizabeth Quay bridge

Canning Dam

Etihad Stadium

Seaford Rail extension

BUILDING

Taking the
complexity out
of building
What we do
We can provide a fully-integrated structural,
post-tensioning and facade construction
solution to streamline your building project.
SRG Global have worked on some of the
world’s most challenging building projects.
From groundbreaking skyscrapers such
as the Emirates Tower in Dubai, to major
hospitals, shopping centres, bridges, roads
and other critical infrastructure across the
world. We provide a comprehensive package
that includes, solving problems around
how to construct more efficiently and cost
effectively, to specialist technical expertise,
innovative technology and equipment and
a highly skilled, competent workforce.

Form reo pour
Facade design and
construction
Post-tensioning
Scaffold and access
solutions
Design engineering
Structure packages

Key projects

Perth stadium

Barangaroo

Emirates Tower

Sydney Tower

PRODUCTS

Clever products
backed by smart
advice
What we do
We design, manufacture and supply advanced
construction and ground support products for
improved productivity, cost and safety, and
better structural integrity.
The right facade materials, fixings, ground
anchors, post-tensioning and reinforcement
products are crucial to the structural integrity of
the project, whether it’s a skyscraper, a bridge, or
mining infrastructure.

Structural products
Reinforcing products
Architectural and
facade products
Post-tensioning
products
Ground support
products

SRG Global’s operational expertise and
experience in commercial and civil construction,
combined with our decades of engineering
experience, means we know how to design
and manufacture products that out-perform
in real-world situations, and under all kinds of
conditions.
Most of all, we have the technical people to help
answer all your design and installation questions,
so you can be confident you’re using the right
product for the right application.

Key Applications

Construction

Ground Support

Mining

Building

Milestones and
achievements
We have a long and proud history that started
with the Snowy Mountains Hydro-electric
Scheme, in 1961. Since then we have worked
on some of the world’s most iconic buildings,
structures and industrial infrastructure.

1961

1968

1970

SNOWY MOUNTAINS
NEW SOUTH WALES

BLASTING WORKS ESTABLISHED
AT OLD NEW PLYMOUTH AIRPORT
NEW ZEALAND

KING EDWARD MEMORIAL
HOSPITAL CAR PARK
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

1976

1981

1983

SYDNEY TOWER CONSTRUCTION
COMMENCED
NEW SOUTH WALES

HYATT CENTRE
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

FIRST DAM ANCHORING PROJECT
AT CHICHESTER DAM
NEW SOUTH WALES

1985

1986

1988

BURSWOOD CASINO
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

WACA GRANDSTAND
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

SUBIACO OVAL GRANDSTAND
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

1992

1992

CENTRAL PARK TOWER
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

VICTORIA BRIDGE HAMILTON
NEW ZEALAND

1995
TUNG CHUNG BRIDGES
HONG KONG

1997

1997

1999

EMIRATES OFFICE TOWERS
DUBAI

AUCKLAND HARBOUR BRIDGE
MAINTENANCE CONTRACT
NEW ZEALAND

ETIHAD STADIUM ROOF LIFT
VICTORIA

2005

2007

2008

RAFFLES HOTEL REDEVELOPMENT
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

REFINING NZ MAINTENANCE
CONTRACT COMMENCED
NEW ZEALAND

CLAREMONT QUARTER SHOPPING
CENTRE COMMENCED
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

2012

2012

2013

ROSERIES DAM
SUDAN

GORGON PROJECT
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

FIRST WINDFARM PROJECT
NEW ZEALAND

2017

2018

2018

PERTH STADIUM COMPLETED
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

CAPE LAMBERT
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

FLINDERS STREET STATION
REFURBISHMENT
VICTORIA

2000

2002

2003

WORLD RECORD GROUND ANCHORS
INSTALLED AT CANNING DAM
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

STADIUM AUSTRALIA RECONFIGURATION
FOLLOWING SYDNEY 2000 OLYMPICS
NEW SOUTH WALES

WEST INDIA QUAY
LONDON

2008

2011

2011

KOEBERG INTERCHANGE PROJECT
SOUTH AFRICA

FIONA STANLEY HOSPITAL
PROJECT COMMENCED
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

GFIP BRIDGES
SOUTH AFRICA

2015

2016

2017

RITZ CARLTON AT ELIZABETH
QUAY COMMENCED
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

PALAIS THEATRE REFURBISHMENT
VICTORIA

2019

2020

2020

FIRST REFRACTORY
PROJECT IN AUSTRALIA

THUNDERBOX & CAROSUE DAM
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

WORSLEY
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

ELIZABETH QUAY
PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Canada
Ireland

United Kingdom

United States

Sudan
Panama

Kuwait
Bahrain
Qatar
Oman

Hong Kong
Thailand
Philippines

Malaysia
Singapore

Papua New Guinea

Indonesia
Zambia

Lesotho

Australia

South Africa

New Zealand

srgglobal.com.au
CORPORATE HEAD OFFICE
Level 1, 338 Barker Rd
Subiaco WA 6008
+61 8 9267 5400
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